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1) This standalone application is an enhanced version of Flare's Feedback Explorer and can be added to any Flare installation. 2) It tracks user feedback on your Flare documentation, including topic and sub-topics and their corresponding view counts, the number of documents created/edited/deleted
in the application, the number of pages viewed by viewers, and any changes or modifications made to the documentation in the recent past. 3) All of the data presented in the Feedback Explorer is readily exportable to Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Access and charts can be dynamically generated from
the data. 4) All information is presented in a format that is easily understand by client users and supported by Internet Explorer, Safari, and Firefox. 5) The application allows you to modify the data contained in the feedback charts at any time. 6) The document tree can be modified and the structure of

the tree can be viewed in the application. 7) You can also modify the documents and create new documents. 8) You can create new view chart. 9) The application allows you to keep track of your review team. 10) You can change the name of the application. 11) You can view the history of the
application. 12) You can create a repository for your Flare documents and synchronize revisions. 13) The default location for the data files and repository is defined in the Settings -> Reports section. 14) Each application is created under its own user account. 15) You can configure the application to
collect, store, and send data to a server or local machine. 16) You can export the data and the application can be configured to be able to send the data to a server or local machine. 17) You can define the day of the week the application will collect data. 18) You can configure the application to log

what information is collected and where it is stored. 19) The reporting functions are extremely powerful, and allow the reporting of user ratings on any day of the week or time of day. 20) The application also allows you to send the data to a server or local machine. 21) The application tracks the people
who log into the application and also allows tracking of active users to help identify the most active reviewers and provides options to track how many times a user has viewed a document. 22) The application allows you to share your files, records and documents by sending them via email or by

attaching them to an HTML e-mail. 23) You
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Get immediate feedback on Flare documentation, reviews, feedback and other correspondence. Live, updated audience statistics including daily active users, number of Reviewers, Administrator, and synonym members Lists the users and their feedback for each topic Lists the users who have recently
viewed specific topics, articles, and so on Generates charts from the feedback data Allows you to search to identify all topics with at least some feedback Views the active users who have bookmarked a topic See the number of times a certain article has been viewed See what articles have been

bookmarked by Reviewers Manage multiple Flare accounts Track more than one Flare account on a single session Review and accept feedback See the number of active Reviewers and Reviewers who have a currently accepted article The full version of Flare Tracker comes with five types of features:
1. The full functional Flare Tracker. 2. The full online Flare Tracker. 3. The online Flare Tracker smart search capabilities. 4. The online Flare Tracker statistics capabilities. 5. The online Flare Tracker synonym capabilities. Online Flare Tracker Overview: To help you decide which version of Flare Tracker
to purchase, we decided to write a quick overview to help you choose the right version. To learn more about the other versions, visit us at: Full Function Flare Tracker: The full version of Flare Tracker has all the same functionality and features in the online Flare Tracker. If you would like to try the full
version without paying for it, you can download it for FREE. To download the free version, click here. Online Flare Tracker Smart Search: The online Flare Tracker smart search capabilities allow you to search the Flare Tracker and instantly export the feedback for the specified topic. You can download
the free version here. To purchase online Flare Tracker smart search capabilities, click here. Online Flare Tracker Statistics: The online Flare Tracker statistics capabilities allow you to see active users in real-time and track the number of users who have bookmarked a topic. You can download the free

version here. To purchase online Flare Tracker statistics capabilities, click here. Online Flare Tracker Synonyms: The online Flare Tracker synonyms capabilities allow you to insert synonyms on the fly. You can download the free version here. To purchase online Flare Tracker synonyms capabilities, click
here. Valentine� b7e8fdf5c8
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MadCap Feedback Explorer is a stand-alone application designed to help you track the user feedback on your Flare online documentation. In addition to performing all of the functions of Flare's internal Feedback Explorer, this stand-alone application helps track topic views, viewing active users,
creating Reviewer and Administrator accounts, creating charts from feedback, and creating synonyms "on-the-fly". Why was the application written? MadCap Feedback Explorer was written because most Flare users cannot do the tasks that Flare's feedback tool requires. Typical tasks in Flare's
feedback tool: Creating Reviewer accounts Changing the view of the documentation Creating Reviewer accounts is done on a special page that allows only two users at a time. It has been difficult for Flare users to create different accounts for different people who are reviewing documentation. Viewing
documentation Knowing which users are viewing the documentation is useful so that you can send specific messages to those users. Modifying documentation In most Flare documentation, "how-to" procedures have been included for users to modify. In most cases, when users make an error in
modifying the documentation, it is due to the user not being familiar with the "how-to" steps in modifying the documentation. Having a Flare feedback tool to track "how-to" procedures for modifying the documentation will be useful for Flare users. Tracking Feedback by Specific Users Tracking the
specific users who are receiving your documentation is useful for Flare users. This is the goal of MadCap Feedback Explorer. Tracking Feedback by Specific Topics Tracking the specific topics that are being viewed, is useful for Flare users. Users are able to select a specific topic in Flare's documentation
and then view the feedback on the topic. Tracking Feedback by Specific Users Tracking the specific users who are being reviewed is useful for Flare users. Users are able to select a specific user in Flare's documentation and then view the feedback on the user. Tracking Feedback by Specific Topics
Tracking the specific topics that are being reviewed, is useful for Flare users. Users are able to select a specific topic in Flare's documentation and then view the feedback on the topic. Tracking Feedback by Specific Users Tracking the specific users who are being reviewed is useful for Flare users.
Users are able to select a specific user in Flare's documentation and then view the feedback on the user. Tr

What's New In?

* Track the user feedback on your Flare online documentation * Import and export summary sheets * Export feeds for use in other Flare apps * Import and export charts * Export summaries for use in other Flare apps * Share feedback via Twitter * Import and export feed blocks for use in other Flare
apps * Import and export feedback tags * Import and export feedback syntax * Export feedback into HTML format MadCap Feedback Explorer Features: * Track topics views for your Flare online documentation * Create Reviewer and Administrator accounts * Create charts from feedback * Create
Synonyms "on the fly" * Export feedback as HTML * Export feedback as XML * Export feedback to the Flare CMS * Export feedback to feeds for use in other Flare apps * Export feedback to XML for use in other Flare apps * Export feedback using iFeedback * Export feedback using Flutter (for Flutter
users) * Export feedback using React * Export feedback using JavaScript * Export feedback using node.js * Export feedback to spreadsheets * Export feedback to markdown * Import and export summary sheets * Import and export feedback tags * Import and export feedback syntax * Import and export
feedback blocks * Import and export tags to activity map * Import and export feedback to activity map * Import and export feedback to activity map from JSON * Import and export feedback to activity map from JSONP * Import and export feedback from custom syndication services * Import and export
feedback to node.js * Import and export feedback to Flutter * Import and export feedback to React * Import and export feedback to PDF * Import and export feedback to Google Sheets * Import and export feedback to Maven Feeds * Import and export feedback from Google Sheets * Import and export
feedback to iFeedback * Import and export feedback from JSON * Import and export feedback to JSONP * Import and export feedback from Amazon SimpleDB * Import and export feedback to iFeedback * Import and export feedback from a spreadsheet * Import and export feedback to JSON from a
spreadsheet * Import and export feedback from a CSV * Import and export feedback to XML from a spreadsheet * Import and export feedback from a JSON file * Import and export feedback to CSV from a CSV file * Import and export feedback to CSV from JSON * Import and export feedback to JSON
from a JSON file * Import and export feedback to JSON from a JSON
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System Requirements For MadCap Feedback Explorer:

2GB+ RAM 8GB Disk Space CPU: 1.6GHz OS: Windows 8 (32 or 64 bit) Radeon HD 4850 graphics card DVD-ROM Drive 4GB USB port Screenshots: Bigger games may not be possible to play. More information can be found at the official page.Decision criteria for radiotherapy of early non-small cell lung
cancer: selection of patients for stereotactic radiotherapy. Stereot
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